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Abstract

We estimate a model-free term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium by com-

bining two data sets with different information about future dividends. We aggregate

survey forecasts about future dividends for single companies over multiple horizons to

construct a term structure of expected S&P 500 dividend growth rates. Prices of Euro-

pean call and put options on the S&P 500 are used to estimate the term structures of

options-implied dividend growth rates and risk-free rates. Applying the method to data

from 2004 - 2021 offers a new and ex-ante perspective on the conditional time-variation

of the term structure of the dividend risk premium.
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1 Introduction

Finding the proper risk-adjusted ex-ante discount rate for dividends paid at different points

in the future is a classical, yet unresolved, challenge in financial economics.1 The seminal

work of Binsbergen et al. [2012] has shown how to use European index options to construct

options-implied expected dividend growth rates of the S&P 500 in a model-free way. The

authors show that such growth rates coincide with the spread between ex-ante dividend

growth rate expectations and ex-ante dividend risk premiums. In order to compute a

term structure of ex-ante dividend risk premiums in a model-free way, we propose in this

paper to approximate ex-ante dividend growth rate expectations of the S&P 500 with

a value-weighted aggregation of company specific dividend forecasts from the I/B/E/S

database. These dividend forecasts cluster at maturities similar to those of option contracts,

such that a simple interpolation scheme can be used to align the horizons of survey-implied

and options-implied dividend growth forecasts. Such a model-free identification of the

ex-ante dividend risk premium is new to the literature and an alternative to existing

approaches that rely either on probabilistic model assumptions or on a short sample of

realized returns, see Binsbergen et al. [2012], Binsbergen et al. [2013] and Binsbergen et al.

[2021], among others.

Our new methodology allows us to quantify the term structure of ex-ante dividend growth

expectations and the ex-ante dividend risk premium without parametric assumptions,

in real-time and for arbitrary maturities with short- to medium-term horizons; three

features new to the literature.2 We follow Binsbergen et al. [2021] and extract the required

term structure of risk-free rates from the same option panel that we use to construct

options-implied dividend growth rates.3 Applying our methodology to data from Jan 2004 -

Oct 2021, we find that survey-implied dividend growth expectations are strong and unbiased

predictors of future dividend growth. The term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk

1Classical contributions of highest importance are Lucas [1978], who shows that the discounted value of
future consumption coincides with total wealth; and Gordon [1962], who shows that the discounted value of
future dividends coincides with the value of equity.

2We follow the literature and the seminal papers of Binsbergen et al. [2012] and Binsbergen et al. [2013]
and rely on linear interpolation of observed quantities. In an earlier version of this paper, we have relied
upon a Nelson-Siegel interpolation to extrapolate to long-term horizons. Results are robust to the choice
of interpolation scheme. We thank Christian Wuchte for a diligent analysis on how to use Nelson-Siegel
interpolation for dividend yields of different maturities.

3See Binsbergen et al. [2021] for data evidence that such an option-implied risk-free rate is not subject
to ”convenience yield” and premium distortions, which to a varying degree are present in more classical
measures such as OIS rates, yields on government bonds and LIBOR rates. For robustness, we reproduce
our findings with OIS and LIBOR rates as the risk-free rates and find no noteworthy difference on the
resulting term structure of ex-ante dividend risk premiums.
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premium co-moves considerably with the state of the economy. Its level is counter-cyclical.

It falls during business cycle expansions and increases during contractions. On the other

hand, we document evidence for a pro-cyclical slope, flat or positive in times of economic

expansions and negative during contractions. The counter-cyclical movements in the level

and the pro-cyclical movements in the slope are significant at the 1% level.4 Shorter-term

ex-ante dividend premiums are more volatile than their longer-term counterparts. The

subsequent term structure of ex-ante Sharpe ratios is upward sloping.5

Our findings relate to different strands of the literature and can be outlined as follows.

First, variations in one-year ahead I/B/E/S implied median S&P 500 dividend growth rate

expectations explain 45.72% of variations in subsequently realized future annual dividend

growth rates. These in real-time availabale forward-looking survey forecasts are statistically

unbiased.6 Options-implied S&P 500 dividend growth rate expectations are, on the other

hand, biased predictors, caused by a strongly time-varying, and economically sizable,

dividend risk premium.

Second, a variance decomposition across maturities unveils that most of the uncon-

ditional variations in options-implied dividend growth rates are due to shocks to risk

premiums. For horizons up to one year, risk premium shocks account for roughly 80% while

the importance rises to around 90% for longer maturities.

Third, our model-free and ex-ante perspective sheds new light on the conditional

time-variation of the term structure of the dividend risk premium. Its level moves

counter-cyclically whereas its slope moves pro-cyclically. The level, measured as the ex-ante

dividend risk premium for a one-year horizon has been on average 7.41% in the Jan 2004

- Oct 2021 period, while it was on average at 18.49% during the Great Recession, 14.79%

since the outbreak of COVID-19, 13.56% during economic contractions and 5.02% during

expansions.7 A one percent drop in log one-year industrial production growth coincides

4The significance levels were computed using a one-tailed test on the slope coefficient that arises when
regressing the level and the slope of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium onto the log
one-year industrial production growth rate. The input is from table 5.

5This paper does not focus on implied Sharpe ratios. Yet, the necessary inputs for the ex-ante term
structure of the dividend risk premium and its sample standard deviation can be inferred from table 2.

6For more classical approaches on estimating expected dividend growth rates, see Lettau and Ludvigson
[2005], Ang and Bekaert [2007], Chen [2009], Binsbergen and Koijen [2010], Chen et al. [2012], Binsbergen
et al. [2013], Maio and Santa-Clara [2015] and Golez and Koudijs [2018], among others.

7We assign a month to belong to an economic expansion or contraction if its log one-year industrial
production growth rate is positive or negative respectively. Qualitatively, results are unchanged if one relies
on the dividend yield or survey-implied growth rates as classifiers.
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with an on average 1.11% increase in the level of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend

risk premium. Variations in industrial production growth explain 30.36% of variations in

the level of the ex-ante dividend risk premium.

On the other hand, the slope of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk pre-

mium, measured as the spread between the three- and one-year ex-ante dividend risk

premium has been on average -1.03% during the Jan 2004 - Oct 2021 sample, -7.65% during

the Great Recession, -7.96% since the outbreak of COVID-19, 0.33% during economic

expansions and -4.51% during economic contractions. The substantial swings of the slope

over the business cycle are driven by both ends of the term structure, yet, the one-year

ex-ante dividend premium has shown larger average deviations from its sample mean than

the respective three-year premium. A one percent drop in log one-year industrial production

growth coincides with an on average 0.64% drop in the slope of the term structure of

the ex-ante dividend risk premium, highlighting the pro-cyclical movement of the slope.

Variations in industrial production explain 18.64% of variations in the slope of the ex-ante

dividend risk premium.

Fourth, we observe strong time-variation in the one-year ex-ante premium estimate,

with implications for the significance of our estimates. We cannot reject that the average

level of the one-year and three-year ex-ante dividend risk premium are the same. Yet, the

average slope of the ex-ante dividend risk premium term structure is negative in contrac-

tions.8 While the negative slope estimate during contractions is statistically significant,

the positive slope estimate during expansions is not. The unconditional estimates for

the ex-ante average premiums and their respective volatilities translate into unconditional

ex-ante Sharpe ratios of 0.75 and 1.32 for dividends arriving in one-year and three-years,

respectively.9

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we derive the term

structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium. We discuss our data in section 3 and

present our findings in section 4. In section 5, we discuss the robustness of our approach

and compare the methodology to alternative approaches in recent literature. Section 6

concludes.

8Results are qualitatively the same when classifiying contractions and expansions using the log dividend
yield or the one-year survey-implied expected dividend growth rate.

9For dividends arriving in one year, our estimated unconditional ex-ante dividend risk premium of 7.41%
with subsequent volatility of 9.91% translates into an ex-ante Sharpe ratio of 0.75. The respective inputs for
these ex-ante Sharpe ratio computations are from table 2.
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1.1 Related Literature

Our paper complements the new literature on estimating the term structure of expected

dividend risk premiums, pioneered by Binsbergen et al. [2012] and Binsbergen et al. [2013].

Binsbergen et al. [2013] identify the term structure of conditional expected dividend risk

premiums based on parametric model assumptions.10 Binsbergen et al. [2012] approximate

the unconditional term structure of the dividend risk premium by computing the sample

average excess return of a short-term dividend and a dividend steepener trading strategy.

Our new approach has the advantage that it provides in real-time a model-free, forward-

looking estimate of the term structure of the conditional ex-ante dividend risk premium.

We also contribute to the literature on equity return predictability (e.g. Fama and

French [1992], Lettau and van Nieuwerburgh [2008], Binsbergen and Koijen [2010], Golez

[2014], Bilson et al. [2015] and Martin [2017]). Martin [2017] derives an options-implied

lower bound on the conditional expected equity risk premium and shows it has superior

predictive abilities for future realized equity returns. He also argues that the options-implied

expected equity risk premium is more volatile than previously thought. Our model-free

term structure of expected dividend risk premiums allows a more nuanced view on how the

equity risk premium is distributed across the duration spectrum and shares the high peaks

in ex-ante risk premia during times of severe market stress.

Our paper also contributes to the recent literature that studies time-series variations

of dividend risk premiums across the business cycle. Classical asset pricing theories, such

as Campbell and Cochrane [1999] and Bansal and Yaron [2004], imply an upward sloping

term structure of dividend risk premiums. More recently, theories have been developed that

rationalize a downward sloping term structure of dividend risk premiums (e.g. Lettau and

Wachter [2007], Croce et al. [2014], Belo et al. [2015]).11 Empirical evidence on the business

cycle variations of the term structure of dividend risk premiums is scarce and inconclusive.

Gormsen [2021] presents evidence that the term structure of one-year equity returns is

downward sloping in good times and upward sloping in bad times. Bansal et al. [2017]

extract the conditional term structure of the dividend risk premium from dividend futures

and a parametric model for dividend growth, to find that the term structure of dividend

risk premiums is upward sloping in normal times and downward sloping in recessions.

10The first assumption is that the unobserved expected dividend growth rate is a linear function of
two observed options-implied dividend growth rates. The second assumption is that these options-implied
dividend growth rates follow a Gaussian distribution, modeled by means of a VAR(1) model.

11See also Eisenbach and Schmalz [2013], Nakamura et al. [2013], Hasler and Marfe [2016], and Andries
et al. [2018], among others.
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We add to this important literature by showing how to use analyst dividend forecasts

from the I/B/E/S database to construct a model-free estimate for the term structure of

expected dividend growth, allowing a model-free extraction of the term structure of the

ex-ante dividend risk premium. Looking at its business cycle variations, we document four

important features: First, the level of the term structure is counter-cyclical, as both the

long-end and short-end decrease (increase) during business cycle expansions (contractions).

Second, the slope of the term structure is also pro-cyclical as it increases during expan-

sions and inverts during contractions. Third, movements of the slope are mainly driven

by shorter-term dividend risk premiums. Fourth, the level and slope of the term struc-

ture of the ex-ante dividend risk premium strongly co-move with shocks to the business cycle.

Our methodology of constructing a term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk pre-

mium adds to the implied-cost of capital literature that is actively used by finance and

accounting researchers. Early work has used realized returns or dividend yields to estimate

a firm’s cost of capital (e.g. Foerster and Karolyi [1999], Foerster and Karolyi [2000],

Errunza and Miller [2000]). More recently, that literature has used the dividend discount

model and a firm’s stock price and expected future dividends from analysts to uncover the

implied-cost of capital by means of the internal rate of return (e.g. Hail and Leuz [2009]).12

Pastor et al. [2008] and Li et al. [2013] show that such internal rate of returns are indeed

useful in capturing conditional variations in expected equity returns. It is worth noticing

that the internal rate of return in the dividend discount model aggregates the complete

term structure of ex-ante dividend risk premiums into one number. Our contribution to

that literature is to show how to derive in each point in time the model-free term structure

of expected dividend risk premiums. Such data allows for a more nuanced view on how

corporate decisions affect the expected evolution of the firms’ cost of capital.

Our paper also contributes to the literature on biases in analyst forecasts. That lit-

erature has focused on documenting and sub-sequentially rationalizing why average analyst

earnings forecasts are upward biased. Early work has documented that analyst earnings

forecasts are on average optimistically biased (e.g. Brown et al. [1985], Stickel [1990],

Abarbanell [1991], Berry and Dreman [1995], and Chopra [1998]]). There are three

lines of explanation. First, analysts suffer from cognitive failures that lead to over- and

under-reaction to good and bad earnings news (e.g. Easterwood and Nutt [1999]).13

12Other influential studies are Claus and Thomas [2001], Gebhardt et al. [2001], Easton [2004], and Ohlson
and Juettner-Nauroth [2005].

13De Bondt and Thaler [1990] argue that analysts have a behavioral tendency to overreact. Menden-
hall [1991], Abarbanell and Bernard [1992] and Klein [1990] provide evidence that analysts under-react to
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Second, analysts have pay and career related incentives to publish overly optimistic earnings

forecasts (e.g. Hong and Kubik [2003]).14 Third, analysts trade-off a positive forecast

bias to improve access to management and forecast precision to produce forecasts with

the minimum expected squared prediction error. Abarbanell and Lehavy [2003] show that

while the average earnings forecast is upward biased, the median earnings forecast is right

on target. Our work relates to this strand of the literature as we focus on analysts dividend

forecasts, as opposed to earnings forecasts. We test for biases in I/B/E/S fiscal year

dividend estimates for all companies which have been part of the S&P 500 since January

2004. We document evidence that the mean fiscal year one (FY1) dividend forecast at the

individual firm level is overly optimistic, especially during economic contractions, while the

median forecast is unbiased. These findings generalize to fiscal year two (FY2) and fiscal

year three (FY3) dividend forecasts with the adjustment that median forecasts tend to be

slightly overly pessimistic.

2 Term Structure of Ex-Ante Dividend Risk Premiums

We follow the exposition in Binsbergen et al. [2013] to show that the ex-ante dividend risk

premium coincides with the spread between the expected dividend growth rate under P
andQ, where P denotes the physical probability measure andQ denotes the risk-neutral one.

Let n > 0 be the maturity of a dividend payment, denoted as Dn. We denote the P
expectation at time t about an uncertain dividend payout in t+ n as DP

t,n. Likewise, the Q
expectation at time t about Dt+n is denoted as DQ

t,n. Formally, the definition reads

DP
t,n ≡ EP

t [Dt+n] and DQ
t,n ≡ EQ

t [Dt+n] . (1)

We denote the continuously compounded expected dividend growth rate from t to t + n as

gPt,n and gQt,n, depending on whether the expectation is taken with regard to P or Q:

gPt,n ≡
1

n
ln

(
DP

t,n

Dt

)
and gQt,n ≡

1

n
ln

(
DQ

t,n

Dt

)
. (2)

past earnings and return information. Easterwood and Nutt [1999] present evidence that analysts have a
behavioral tendency to under-react to negative earnings news and overreact to positive earnings news.

14There has also been empirical evidence that analysts are rewarded by their brokerage houses for overly
optimistic forecasts (e.g. Dugar and Nathan [1995], Dechow et al. [2000], Lin and McNichols [1998], Michaely
and Womack [1999]). Hong and Kubik [2003] analyze earnings forecasts of 12,336 analysts who covered in
total 8,441 firms during the period 1983 and 2000. The authors conclude that while forecasting accuracy
appears to be the main driver of an analyst’s career, optimistic forecasts relative to the consensus are also
rewarded; especially during the stock market boom of the late 1990s.
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Let St,n be the time t net present value of Dt+n. Based on risk-neutral pricing, St,n coincides

with

St,n ≡ DQ
t,ne
−nyt,n = Dte

n(gQt,n−yt,n), (3)

where yt,n is the time t value of the continuously compounded risk-free bond yield with time

to maturity n.15 On the other hand, St,n also coincides with the expected discounted present

value of Dt+n, where the risk-free rate and the dividend risk premium make up the discount

rate, i.e.

St,n ≡ DP
t,ne
−n(yt,n+zt,n) = Dte

n(gPt,n−yt,n−zt,n), (4)

where zt,n is the at time t measured ex-ante premium for dividend risk between t and t+ n.

Matching the last two equations and solving for zt,n reveals

zt,n = gPt,n − g
Q
t,n, (5)

which says that the spread between the P and Q implied expected dividend growth rate coin-

cides with the respective ex-ante dividend risk premium. A model-free and ex-ante estimate

for zt,n requires a model-free and ex-ante estimate for gPt,n and gQt,n. We now show that one

can use survey forecasts to estimate gPt,n and index options to estimate gQt,n. Their respective

maturities cluster at similar horizons such that a simple linear interpolation scheme can be

used to align the term structures of both quantities for short- to medium-term maturities.16

Such a model-free and ex-ante identification of zt,n is new to the literature and offers an

alternative to existing approaches which rely on probabilistic model assumptions, such as

Binsbergen et al. [2012] and Binsbergen et al. [2013].

2.1 Dividend Growth Implied by Survey Estimates

The literature relies mainly on time-series models for estimating expected dividend growth

rates, see Ang and Bekaert [2007] and Da et al. [2015], among others. In recent work, De la

O and Myers [2021] construct one-year and two-year survey-implied expectations of S&P

500 dividends from the I/B/E/S database by aggregating analyst dividend estimates for

individual firms in the S&P 500 on a quarterly basis. This approach has been used before

with earnings estimates in several studies on the implied cost of capital. Among them

are Pastor et al. [2008] and Li et al. [2013], who aggregate single company estimates to a

15One implicit assumption is that interest rates and dividend growth are uncorrelated.
16In an earlier version of this paper, we have applied a Nelson-Siegel interpolation to extrapolate to long-

term maturities. In the current version of the paper, we follow the literature and the seminal papers more
closely and hence, work with linear inter- and extrapolation for maturities up to 36 months. Our results are
robust to whether one works with linear or Nelson-Siegel interpolation.
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market-wide measure.

As we use fiscal year one, two, and three I/B/E/S-implied dividend expectations, we

construct constant maturity one-year (months 1 to 12 in the future), two-year, and

three-year ahead I/B/E/S dividend forecasts and denote these as DP,IBES
t,1:12 , DP,IBES

t,13:24 and

DP,IBES
t,25:36 , respectively:

DP,IBES
t,i:i+11 =

i+11∑
n=i

DP
t,n for i ∈ {1, 13, 25}. (6)

The estimation of constant-horizon index-level dividend forecasts DP,IBES
t,1:12 , DP,IBES

t,13:24 and

DP,IBES
t,25:36 requires two steps. First, a linear interpolation of fiscal year estimates at the

company-level: Each month, we collect fiscal year estimates for each index constituent. For

each constant maturity forecast horizon of one, two and three years, we collect the two

fiscal year estimates whose end dates (the dates the respective fiscal year ends) are closest

to the respective date in the future. We then interpolate linearly between the expected

fiscal year dividend values, considering their distance to the desired date.17 The second step

is the aggregation of individual constant-horizon expectations to the index-level, which we

describe in appendix A.

Finally, we compute the term structure of survey-implied dividend growth rates for

the upcoming first, second and third year and denote these as gPt,1:12, g
P
t,13:24 and gPt,25:36,

respectively. As we compute survey-implied expected dividend growth rates for annual

maturities, we use past year realized dividends, denoted as D12
t as the denominator in the

calculation of the expected growth rate. Using a whole year of dividends for current and

forecasted dividends also reduces concerns related to seasonal effects.18 In summary, we

compute time t expectations of survey-implied dividend growth rates for one, two, and three

17For example, on 31 Jan 2004, a company with fiscal year one and fiscal year two end dates of 31 Oct 2004
and 31 Oct 2005 is expected to pay dividends of USD 2.00 and USD 2.40 respectively. We then interpolate
the expected dividend over the next 12 months to be 2.00 + 3/12 ∗ (2.40 − 2.00) = 2.10, where 3/12 comes
from the fact that 31 Jan 2005 (the date n = 12 months in the future), is 3 months after the end date of
fiscal year one. Note that we require at least two out of three possible fiscal year estimates to be reported
over the next 36 months for the interpolation of the different constant-horizon dividend expectations.

18Such an aggregation is standard in the empirical equity pricing literature, see Ang and Bekaert [2007]
and Binsbergen et al. [2013], among others.
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years as

gPt,i:i+11 = ln
DP,IBES

t,i:i+11

D12
t

· 12

i+ 11
, for i ∈ {1, 13, 25} with D12

t :=
11∑
n=0

Dt−n (7)

The advantages of using survey-implied I/B/E/S dividend forecasts instead of traditional

time-series methods are threefold. First, I/B/E/S forecasts do not rely on a particular

probabilistic model assumption, but incorporate all quantitative and qualitative information

that a forecaster finds useful for assessing future dividend payments of a firm. Second, these

forecasts get updated monthly and aggregate information from several forecasters.

2.2 Options-Implied Dividend Growth and Dividend Premium

Several noteworthy contributions have been made to the measurement of expected dividends

under the risk-neutral probability measure Q, we refer to Binsbergen et al. [2012], Golez

[2014] and Bilson et al. [2015], among others. We exploit put call parity for European

options to infer the options-implied present values of dividends paid over various horizons.

The time t value of an European option depends not only on the option’s maturity n but also

on the option’s strike. We index all traded strikes at time t by i = 1, ..., N . The respective

strikes are denoted as Ki and the respective price of a call and put option at time t with

maturity n and strike Ki is denoted as Ci,t,n and Pi,t,n. We let Si,t,n be the time t net present

value of Dt+n that we back-out using put call parity on European options with maturity n

and strike Ki. We follow Binsbergen et al. [2012] and let Vi,t,n coincide with the respective

time t net present value of the dividend stream Dt+1, ..., Dt+n, i.e.

Vi,t,n :=
n∑

m=1

Si,t,m. (8)

Put call parity in ‘present value’ representation reads

Ci,t,n − Pi,t,n = St − Vi,t,n −Kie
−nyt,n , (9)

where St is the value of the option’s underlying stock index and yt,n is the risk-free rate with

maturity n. Solving for Vi,t,n reveals

Vi,t,n = St −Kie
−nyt,n − Ci,t,n + Pi,t,n, (10)
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where maturities n and strikes Ki, for which we obtain implied dividend present values Vi,t,n,

coincide with the available option maturities and strikes at time t. We first obtain one

dividend present value for each traded maturity n at time t, Vt,n, from the median present

value across all strikes Ki, i.e.

Vt,n := mediani∈{1,...,N} Vi,t,n. (11)

We then compute the time t options-implied term structure of dividend present values for

a monthly maturity grid by linearly interpolating between the traded maturities of our

present value measure of equation (11). We use the same interpolation approach as for

survey-implied dividend estimates, meaning we interpolate between two consecutive values

along the maturity spectrum, which gives us Vt,n for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...} months. We compute

the options-implied expected dividend for maturity in n months as

DQ
t,n = (Vt,n − Vt,n−1) enyt,n . (12)

In order to align the options-implied forecast with the annual forecasts of the I/B/E/S

survey, we compute expected options-implied dividends for constant maturities of one-, two-

and three years:

DQ
t,i:i+11 =

i+11∑
n=i

DQ
t,n, for i ∈ {1, 13, 25}, (13)

where the respective quantities of DQ
t,1:12, D

Q
t,13:24 and DQ

t,25:36 stand for the time t options-

implied expected annual dividends for the upcoming first, second and third year, respectively.

Finally, we compute the time t term structure of options-implied expected dividend

growth rates for the upcoming first, second and third year, gQt,1:12, gQt,13:24 and gQt,25:36,

respectively, as

gQt,i:i+11 = ln
DQ

t,i:i+11

D12
t

· 12

i+ 11
, for i ∈ {1, 13, 25}, (14)

where analogously to equation (7), we use past year of S&P 500 dividends, D12, in the

denominator.

As we take the difference between survey-implied (equation (7)) and options-implied

(equation (14)) constant maturity expected dividend growth rates for horizons one-year,
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two-years and three-years ahead, we obtain the respective term structure of ex-ante dividend

risk premiums that we denote as

zt,i:i+11 = ln
DP,IBES

t,i:i+11

DQ
t,i:i+11

· 12

i+ 11
for i ∈ {1, 13, 25}. (15)

Note, the estimate of gQt,i:i+11 in equation (14) and subsequently the estimate for the ex-ante

dividend risk premium are affected by the choice of the risk-free rate. We now explain how

we use results from Binsbergen et al. [2021] to extract the necessary risk-free rates from the

same option panel, allowing us to state gQt,1:12, g
Q
t,13:24 g

Q
t,25:36, and zt,1:12, zt,13:24 zt,25:36, without

an otherwise arbitrary choice of a risk-free rate.19

2.3 Options-Implied Risk-free Rates

We follow Binsbergen et al. [2021] to back-out a model-free term structure of risk-free rates,

yt,n, using put call parity on European options. Following the notation in Binsbergen et al.

[2021], we take all strike pairs Ki and Kj with Ki > Kj quoted for the same minute m of a

particular day t to compute the implied term structure of risk-free rates, i.e.

ym,n,i,j := − 1

n
ln

(
(Pi,m,n − Ci,m,n)− (Pj,m,n − Cj,m,n)

Ki −Kj

)
. (16)

For each minute m and traded maturity n, we have now obtained multiple estimates

of ym,n,i,j, one for each strike pair Ki and Kj. We take the median across all strike pairs to

have one representative risk-free rate estimate for each minute and traded maturity,

ym,n := mediani,j(ym,n,i,j). (17)

Next, we linearly interpolate the term structure of interest rates to a grid of n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...}
monthly maturities. In order to arrive at a daily term structure for a monthly maturity grid,

yn for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...} months, we take the median across all minutes of a trading day t,

yn := medianm(ym,n), (18)

which we use in equation (10) and (12).

19Binsbergen et al. [2021] explains in detail why the options-implied risk-free rate is the preferred choice
for a risk-free rate that is not affected by biases from a ”convenience yield” or other premiums.
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3 Data

We estimate the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium with data from the

most common sources found in the empirical literature on dividends. Here we describe in

detail all the ingredients to replicate our results. Our analysis works with end of month

data for the period Jan 2004 to Oct 2021.

We construct expected S&P 500 dividends for fiscal year one (FY1), fiscal year two (FY2)

and fiscal year three (FY3) from single company dividend estimates as reported in the

I/B/E/S database. We find monthly constituents of the S&P 500 index in Thomson

Reuters. For each constituent, we then download the following quantities: (i) number of

shares outstanding (IBNOSH), (ii) dividends per share (DPS), (iii) price (P), (iv) end dates

of fiscal year one, two and three (DPS1D, DPS2D, DPS3D), and (v) the corresponding

dividend per share median estimates (DPS1MD, DPS2MD, DPS3MD). We display in figure

1 the coverage ratio of FY1 single company I/B/E/S dividend forecasts. The coverage

fluctuates between 85% and 100%. Table 1 documents that the sample mean for the

number of covered S&P 500 companies was 469, 468 and 437 for the respective FY1, FY2

and FY3 forecasts. This translates into an average coverage ratio of the S&P 500 market

capitalization of 98.18%, 98.06% and 93.32%, respectively.

We download earnings and the level of the S&P 500 index from the webpage of Robert

Shiller. We also download the dividend data on the S&P 500 from that webpage and

benchmark it against dividends obtained from aggregating daily return differences between

S&P 500 returns with and without dividends. The latter two return time series are from

Yahoo Finance. Figure 2 shows that survey-implied annual dividends line up with both

aggregate dividend measures. This figure also confirms that both Shiller and the return

differences of S&P 500 returns produce indistinguishable measures for D12
t . As Shiller has

a slight publication lag in his dividend numbers, we compute D12
t with return differences

of S&P 500 returns. In the robustness section (section 5), we rely on aggregate S&P 500

earnings, E12
t , which we compute analogously to D12

t .20 Data on industrial production is

from the FRED database.21

We construct model-free estimates of options-implied S&P 500 expected dividend

20Due to a publication lag of the Shiller data, http://www.econ.yale.edu// shiller/data.htm, regressions
that rely on E12

t stop in Jun 2021. We have checked using several extrapolation schemes that none of the
results in the robustness section are affected by that.

21https://fred.stlouisfed.org.
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growth rates for the same constant maturities of one, two and three years from minute-

by-minute CBOE option price quotes for index options on the S&P 500. We collect all

minute-by-minute option price quotes between 10:00am and 1:59pm of the last trading

day of a month.22 We use S&P 500 price levels provided by the CBOE, matched to each

respective option quote, for the calculation of the implied present value in equation (10).

Similar to the survey-implied expected dividend growth rates, we use the past year of S&P

500 dividends from the Shiller webpage as the denominator in equation (14). We follow

Binsbergen et al. [2021] and back-out the options-implied term structure of the risk-free

rate, yt,n, from the same CBOE option price quotes we use to estimate the term structure

of dividends.23

4 Findings

Our findings shed new light on aggregate analyst dividend forecasts and the term structure

of the ex-ante dividend risk premium. We document that aggregate analyst dividend growth

forecasts are unbiased and capture considerable variation of realized annual dividend growth

rates. The level (slope) of the term structure of ex-ante dividend risk premiums moves

counter-cyclically (pro-cyclically) over the business cycle. Shorter-term dividend premiums

are considerably more volatile than dividend premiums for long-term dividends. The on

average downward sloping unconditional shape of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend

risk premium is statistically significant during economic contractions.

4.1 Survey- and Options-Implied Dividend Growth Estimates

Table 2 reports the mean and volatility estimates for the estimated one-, two-, and three-year

constant maturity survey-implied and options-implied dividend growth rates. We report

estimates for the entire sample and two selected subperiods. The average term structure

of survey-implied dividend growth has been slightly downward sloping and anchored at

around 8.00%. During the Great Recession, the short end of the term structure, gPt,1:12,

decreased to 3.56%, while the three-year estimate, gPt,25:36, decreased to 5.31%. The drop

in survey estimates during the Great Recession was of similar magnitude than during the

first 20 months of the COVID-19 pandemic, where the estimate for gPt,1:12 dropped to 4.13%

and gPt,25:36 dropped to 5.19%. In both periods, the slope in the term structures, measured

22Changing the time window does not affect our conclusions regarding slope and level of the ex-ante term
structure of the risk premium.

23As in Binsbergen et al. [2021], we use all quotes throughout the last trading day of a month. Changing
the aggregation window within a trading day lead to very similar qualitative and quantitative results.
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as gPt,25:36 − gPt,1:12 turned positive, indicating that analyst forecasts account for upcoming

short-term contractions and subsequent medium-term reversals.

We also document in table 2 that over the full sample of Jan 2004 - Oct 2021, aver-

age options-implied dividend growth rates were significantly lower than their analyst

forecast counterparts. The average estimate for gQt,1:12 and gQt,25:36 has been 1.40% and

1.96%, respectively. Anecdotal evidence from the two sub-periods suggests that the term

structure of options-implied dividend growth moves considerably across the business cycle.

The average term structure of options-implied dividend growth has been negative and

upward sloping during the Great Recession and during COVID-19 pandemic, with average

values for gQt,1:12 and gQt,25:36 of -14.93% and -5.53% during the Great Recession and -10.66%

and -1.64% during the COVID-19 pandemic. The relatively small sample for each of

these crisis periods results in large standard errors which fail to provide a statistically

strong conclusion about the slope during these times of market stress. The greater sensi-

tivity of the options-implied term structure relative to the survey-implied term structure

indicate that the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium moves consider-

ably with the state of the economy. We analyze this relationship in more detail in section 4.3.

We separately assess whether gPt,1:12 and gQt,1:12 are accurate expectations of realized

12-month ahead annual dividend growth rates, denoted as gt+12.
24 We regress gt+12

separately on Xt ∈ {gPt,1:12, g
Q
t,1:12} and report results in table 3. The regression output (with

Newey and West [1987] standard errors with 12 lags in parentheses) for gPt,1:12 reads

gt+12 = −4.63
(3.34)

+ 1.26
(0.29)

gPt,1:12 + εt+12, R2 = 45.72%. (19)

The output highlights that the survey forecast captures 45.72% of variations in future

growth, with a statistically not significant intercept of −4.63% and a point estimate for the

slope of 1.26 that is statistically speaking not different from one. Statistically speaking, one

cannot reject that gPt,1:12 is an unbiased real-time predictor for gt+12. At the same time, gQt,1:12

explains 52.01% of variations in gt+12, yet we find it is a biased predictor. The regression

produces a significant intercept of 5.96% and a point estimate for the slope of 0.53 that is

significantly smaller than one.25

24We define 12-month ahead annual dividend growth as the log of the ratio between paid dividends over

the next 12 months and paid dividends over the past 12 months, i.e. gt+12 := ln
D12

t+12

D12
t

.
25The documented bias in gQt,1:12 is consistent with a different, yet important, literature on the rejection

of the expectation hypothesis for Treasury yields (e.g. Fama and Bliss [1987], Stambaugh [1988], Campbell
and Shiller [1991], Cochrane and Piazzesi [2005], and Piazzesi and Swanson [2008]).
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We perform a more extensive analysis on forecast biases in section 5.1 and compare

gPt,1:12 to other popular measures of dividend growth in section 5.2.

4.2 Ex-Ante Dividend Risk Premium Estimates

Table 2 also displays the model-free estimate of the average term structure of the ex-ante

dividend risk premium for the sample period Jan 2004 - Oct 2021 and for the subperiods

of the Great Recession and the COVID-19 pandemic. For the full sample, the point

estimates of the ex-ante dividend risk premium are 7.41%, 6.11% and 6.38% for the one-,

two- and three-year horizon, respectively. The respective volatilities of 9.91%, 6.33% and

4.83% indicate substantial swings across the business cycle. The point estimates for the

average shape of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium during the Great

Recession and during the COVID-19 pandemic highlight that the slope of the term structure

moves considerably during contactions and periods of market turmoil. We will analyze the

conditional shape of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium as a function

of the business cycle in section 4.3.

Figure 3 plots the time-series estimates for the one-year, two-year and three-year ex-

ante dividend risk premium implied by option prices and analyst forecasts. Short-term

dividend premiums appear more volatile than longer-term premiums. The one-year dividend

premium spiked at around 80% right at the beginning of COVID-19, with a very quick

reversion to its long-run mean, while the three-year premium peaked at the same time at

roughly 20%. During the Great Recession, the one-year premium spiked at roughly 40%

while the three-year premium reached a maximum of 20%. The high peaks of the short-term

ex-ante dividend risk premium during the Great Recession are consistent with Martin [2017]

who uses option data to infer a lower bound on the equity risk premium.

The importance of dividend risk premium variations in options-implied dividend growth

estimates is confirmed in figure 4, which depicts the time-series for gQt,1:12, g
P
t,1:12 and zt,1:12.

It is evident that variations in physical growth expectations are rather slow moving,

while variations in dividend risk premiums cause most of the variations in options-implied

dividend expectations. The substantial drop in options-implied dividend growth during

the Great Recession and the outbreak of COVID-19 is mainly due to an upward jump

in the ex-ante dividend risk premium. To formalize this observation, we compute the

contribution of survey-implied growth expectations and the ex-ante dividend risk premium
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to the variance of options-implied dividend growth rates,

var(gQt,i:i+11) = cov(gQt,i:i+11, g
P
t,i:i+11)− cov(gQt,i:i+11, zt,i:i+11) for i ∈ {1, 13, 25}. (20)

We find that growth expectations account for roughly 20% (10%) of variations in options-

implied one-year (two and three year) dividend growth rates, while variations in the dividend

risk premium account for the remaining 80% (90%). It is evident from figure 4 that the

importance of variations in the dividend risk premium tend to rise in recessions and periods

of market turmoil. We have a closer look on how the term structure of the dividend risk

premium moves across the business cycle in section 4.3.

4.3 The Impact of Business Cycle Variations

Does the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium fluctuate with the business

cycle? Several studies on the term structure of the equity risk premium (see Binsbergen

and Koijen [2017] and Gormsen [2021] for recent contributions) consider realized one-year

returns during different stages of the business cycle. Unlike realized one-year excess returns,

our premium estimates represent expected excess returns earned over the entire life of the

dividend asset, similar to the exposition in Bansal et al. [2017]. Our ex-ante dividend risk

premium is conceptually similar to the risk premium in the term structure of bond yields,

in the sense that the n-year premium represents the expected excess return earned over

the life of the asset.26 To formalize the relation of our premium estimates to business cycle

variations, we characterize economic expansions and contractions by log one-year industrial

production growth being positive and negative respectively.

We find that the level of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium

moves counter-cyclically, as estimates in table 4 suggest. The average one-year premium has

been 5.02% in expansions and 13.56% during economic contractions, with a sample mean of

7.41%. The respective p-values reveal that the average premium estimate for expansions is

not different from the full sample estimate, yet the estimate for recessions is. We conclude

that the counter-cyclical movement in the level is statistically significant, driven by strong

fluctuations in recessions.

The slope of the term structure of the ex-ante dividend premium, measured as the

spread between the three-year and one-year premium, moves pro-cyclically. Estimates in

26A recent bond market study by Crump et al. [2018] shows how survey-forecasts on future short-rates
can be used to obtain a forward-looking and model-free estimate of bond risk premiums.
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table 4 reveal an average slope of 0.33% during economic expansions and -4.51% during

contractions. The p-values reveal that the positive slope during expansions is not signifi-

cant, while the negative slope during economic contractions is statistically significant. The

importance of movements in shorter-term dividend risk premiums for conditional variations

in the slope of the dividend risk premium term structure can also be derived from table 4 -

estimates for the one-year premium and its difference to the three-year premium imply that

the three-year premium moves in a much tighter range. This highlights the importance of

variations in shorter-term ex-ante dividend risk premiums for conditional variations in its

slope.

To add robustness to our findings, we run univariate regressions, where we regress

zt,1:12 on three business cycle variables. We complement log one-year industrial production

growth ipt with two alternative measures to determine the current state of the economy:

the log dividend price ratio ln(D12/P )t (see Gormsen [2021]) and our survey-implied growth

estimate gPt,1:12. The regression results for Xt ∈ {ipt, ln(D12/P )t, g
P
t,1:12} are documented in

table 5. The output for Xt = ipt reads

zt,1:12 = 8.32
(1.33)

− 1.11
(0.32)

ipt + εt, R2 = 30.36%. (21)

As for changes in log industrial production growth, a 1.00% increase in ipt lowers zt,1:12 by

1.11% with a standard error of 0.32%. The H0 hypothesis of a non counter-cyclical level

can be rejected at the 1% significance level.27 Variations in industrial production explain

30.36% of variations in the one-year ex-ante dividend risk premium. The counter-cyclicality

of zt,1:12 is confirmed when using the other two business cycle variables, yet, the stan-

dard error on the point estimate is substantial when using gPt,1:12 as the business cycle variable.

We conduct the same regression analysis for the slope of the ex-ante dividend risk

premium term structure. We regress it separately on each of our different economic

indicators, Xt ∈ {ipt, ln(D12/P )t, g
P
t,1:12} and report results in table 5. The output for

Xt = ipt reads

zt,25:36 − zt,1:12 = −1.55
(0.92)

− 0.64
(0.27)

ipt + εt, R2 = 18.64%. (22)

The point estimate on Xt = ipt reveals that a 1.00% drop in ipt increases the slope of the term

structure by 0.64% with a standard error of 0.27%. The H0 hypothesis of a non pro-cyclical

27The hypothesis test is based on a one-tailed test.
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slope can be rejected at the 5% significance level. Variations in ipt account for 18.64% of

the variance in the slope of the ex-ante dividend risk premium. The evidence for the pro-

cyclicality of zt,25:36−zt,1:12 is confirmed when using Xt = ln(D12/P )t and Xt = gPt,1:12, albeit

significance grows weaker with these alternative measures of business cycle activity.

5 Robustness

This paper is the first to provide a model-free, forward-looking and in real-time available

estimate of the ex-ante dividend risk premium for different maturities. Notably, our approach

differs in two ways from previous work on dividend risk premiums implied by option prices.

First, we obtain growth expectations under the empirical measure P from an aggregation

of analyst estimates. Second, we do not choose a particular risk-free rate, but use option

prices to back out the risk-free rate used to discount expected dividends under the risk-

neutral measure Q. This section is dedicated to a brief discussion of these choices and their

potential implications for our results. We first discuss potential biases in analysts dividend

growth estimates and compare them to findings in previous literature on earnings biases in

section 5.1. In section 5.2, we compare the survey-implied estimate to popular econometric

measures of future dividend growth. In section 5.3 we discuss our choice of the risk-free rate.

5.1 Biases in Survey Estimates

The magnitude of our dividend risk premium estimate depends on the magnitudes of

risk-neutral and physical dividend growth expectations. Our model-free estimate of the

latter relies on an aggregation of survey estimates on fiscal year dividends. A potential

bias in survey estimates would directly enter our estimate of the dividend risk premium.

While we find no evidence in existing literature on biases in dividend estimates, a large

body of accounting literature investigates forecast errors and biases in earnings estimates.

Theories suggest that incentives and cognitive biases such as overconfidence lead analysts

to overestimate future earnings, see Brown [1993], Daniel and Titman [1999] and Kothari

[2001], among others. Abarbanell and Lehavy [2003] find that previous evidence on forecast

biases is mixed and inconclusive because distributional asymmetries in forecast errors make

inference of biases problematic. They analyze 33.548 quarterly earnings forecasts and find

that median forecast errors are zero, but that mean forecast errors are large due to tail

asymmetries. Similar results can be found across a range of commercial data providers

(Abarbanell and Lehavy [2002]), among them I/B/E/S. To test for biases in our dividend

estimates, we calculate forecast errors in all available non-zero fiscal year estimates of all
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companies which have been part of the S&P 500 since January 2004.

We define the forecast error νt,i:i+11 for i ∈ {1, 13, 25} at time t as the percentage

deviation between the survey forecast DP,IBES
t,i:i+11 and corresponding realized annual dividends

Dt+i + ...Dt+i+11,

νt,i:i+11 =
DP,IBES

t,i:i+11 −D12
t+i+11

D12
t+i+11

for i ∈ {1, 13, 25}. (23)

In particular, we match median fiscal year dividend estimates (e.g. DPS1MD) according to

their projected fiscal year end date (e.g. DPS1D) with realized fiscal year dividends (DPS)

according to the fiscal year end date for which they are reported. A positive forecast error

implies that the I/B/E/S estimate is higher than subsequent realized dividends. We first

provide a few distributional characteristics on the forecast errors in fiscal year dividend

estimates. In total, we can map 78,376 non-zero fiscal year one estimates for 667 different

companies, 70,398 non-zero fiscal year two estimates for 644 companies, and 58,459 non-zero

fiscal year three estimates for 597 companies to realized dividends per share using I/B/E/S

forecast data since January 2004.

Table 6 documents distributional characteristics of the forecast error on the individ-

ual firm level for fiscal year one, fiscal year two and fiscal year three dividend estimates.

We report these characteristics for the full sample and for the subperiods of the Great

Recession and the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. For the full sample, we document

a 12.91%, 23.21% and 41.72% average forecast error in mean estimates 28. The upward bias

is not present in median I/B/E/S forecasts. The respective average errors for all three fiscal

year median estimates are 0.00%, -1.88%, and -3.33%, respectively. This confirms findings

in Abarbanell and Lehavy [2003] that speak towards sizable tail asymmetries in I/B/E/S

dividend forecast errors. Although inference is problematic given the skewed distribution,

the estimates point towards overly optimistic mean estimates of future dividends, while

median forecasts are slightly pessimistic. The median estimate for fiscal year one dividends

is unbiased.

The implications of this finding for our aggregate expected growth measure depend

on the exact distribution of the forecast errors in the cross-section of S&P 500 constituents,

as we only select companies that are current constituents of the S&P 500 and value-weight

their respective fiscal year dividend estimates. By using the median of I/B/E/S dividend

28We compute the average error across all company-month observations
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forecasts we reduce the magnitude of a potential upward bias in dividend forecasts. Figure 1

plots the I/B/E/S forecast error for fiscal year one dividends on the S&P 500 together with

the index coverage ratio. Both time-series share a correlation of -19.36%, suggesting that

early fiscal year one forecast errors might, at least to some extent, be related to the index

coverage ratio. Consistent with regression results in table 3, our median fiscal year one

forecast for S&P 500 dividends is unbiased. While realized fiscal year one dividend forecast

errors were substantial during the Great Recession, reaching 30.32% in February 2009,

the average aggregate forecast error since then is at 0.38%. This says that median fiscal

year one forecasts for S&P 500 dividends were accurate in economically stable times, while

they have tended to underpredict the severity of the Great Recession and the COVID-19

outbreak. The subsequent overly optimistic fiscal year one dividend forecasts during crisis

times contribute to the jump in zt,1:12 that we document in figure 4. While this potential

upward bias is clearly an ex-ante bias, it suggests that ex-post measures for zt,1:12 might be

less spikey during periods of market turmoil. The slight tendency of pessimism in median

fiscal year two and fiscal year three dividend forecasts at the individual firm level that we

report in table 6 suggests that our ex-ante measures for zt,13:24 and zt,25:36 might be slightly

downward biased, which implies that the average slope of our ex-ante term structure of the

dividend risk premium might be less negative during contractions and more positive during

expansions, when using ex-post measures of realized dividend growth. The high correlation

of realized dividend growth with the I/B/E/S forecast that we have reported in table 3

suggests that a potential bias in the unconditional shape of the term structure does not

carry over to the conditional variations of the dividend risk premium.

5.2 Alternative Measures of Growth Expectations

By using ex-ante dividend expectations from analysts, our paper complements the literature

on the term structure of dividend risk premiums which so far has used probabilistic

time-series models to capture dividend expectations. Our results offer a new perspective on

the resulting term structure of the dividend risk premium. Time-series models for predicting

dividend growth face the challenge of a small sample size due to the relatively short option

sample.

The existing literature on dividend growth discusses a great amount of forecasting

models with mixed evidence on growth predictability, see Lettau and Ludvigson [2005],

Ang and Bekaert [2007], Chen [2009], Binsbergen and Koijen [2010], Chen et al. [2012],

Binsbergen et al. [2013], Maio and Santa-Clara [2015] and Golez and Koudijs [2018] for
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recent studies. In all of these studies, estimates of usually one-year dividend growth are

formed based on a parametric assumption, which is not the case for the survey-implied

growth expectation gPt,1:12. We want to briefly illustrate the in-sample accuracy of selected

parametric approaches and compare them to survey forecasts.29

Two important studies in this field, Ang and Bekaert [2007] and Binsbergen et al.

[2013], find strong predictability of S&P 500 dividends through bivariate regressions. Ang

and Bekaert [2007] detect significant predictability of future cash flow growth rates by log

dividend yields ln(D12/P )t and log earnings yields ln(E12/P )t (the bivariate Lamont [1998]

regression). The results from a set of predictive regressions in Binsbergen et al. [2013]

suggest that a pair of equity yields predicts dividend growth better than several other

commonly used linear models. To complement the analysis, we form expectations based on

an AR(1) process in annual dividend growth gt. This way, we include the variables gt (past

annual dividend growth), ln(E12/P )t (log earnings yield), ln(D12/P )t (log dividend yield)

and et,1:12, et,13:14 (equity yields for dividends in one and two years out) which we encounter

most often in the recent literature on dividend growth.30

We estimate the two bivariate and two univariate regressions described above. Table

7 documents the results of these regressions for the period Jan 2004 to Oct 2021. We find

that survey-implied growth estimates capture 44.05% of the variance in future dividend

growth respectively, without look-ahead bias, by postulating a regression constant of zero

and regression coefficient of 1. Among the parametric models, we find that the estimates

based on the Lamont [1998] regression have produced the lowest mean absolute error,

and explain a similar fraction of variance as a pair of equity yields, 73.25% and 63.07%

respectively. Their in-sample mean absolute errors are slightly lower than the out-of-sample

mean absolute error of the I/B/E/S forecast.

To see which time series variables best predict survey-implied dividend

growth expectations, we regress gPt+1,12 onto several predictors Xt ∈
{gt, gPt,1:12, g

Q
t,1:12, ln(D12/P )t, ln(E12/P )t, et,1:12, et,13:24}. Regression estimates are sum-

marized in table 8. We find an adjusted R2 value of 86.42% and significant estimates for

the loadings on et,1:12, et,13:24, ln(E12/P )t and gPt,1:12. Regressing gPt+1,1:12 on gPt,1:12 alone

produces an R2 value of 83.31% and a significant loading of 0.91. This highlights that the

29We highlight that the survey-implied growth expectations coincide with out-of-sample forecasts as we
are going to treat these as unbiased estimates which overcomes the need of a training set to learn parameters.

30We compute both equity yields as log dividend yields, where the respective price corresponds to the
interpolated options-implied present value for dividends in one and two years out.
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incremental explanatory power of the additional variables is marginal.

These results suggest that our findings on the conditional behavior of the ex-ante

dividend risk premium are robust to alternative proxies for ex-ante dividend growth

expectations.

5.3 Alternative Risk-free Rates

The choice of the risk-free rate could have an impact on the estimate of options-implied

dividend growth and subsequently on the options-implied dividend risk premium. If the

measure for the risk-free rate was distorted by a so-called ”convenience yield” or by a

”credit risk premium”, the resulting options-implied ex-ante dividend risk premium could

be also distorted.31 For a recent discussion of these problems see Binsbergen et al. [2021].

In this paper, we follow Binsbergen et al. [2021] and back-out risk-free rates yt,n in a

model-free way and based on the same CBOE option prices we use to estimate the present

value of dividends. This approach helps us to mitigate biases in our estimates from an

arbitrary choice of the risk-free rate. The replication strategy for the present value of future

dividends involves a short-position in the money-market. Using rates such as LIBOR, which

since the Great Recession are subject to a substantial credit risk component, would project

the borrower’s credit risk into the estimate of the present-value of future dividends. While

OIS rates have increasingly become the new risk-free rate benchmark (Hull and White

[2015]) among practitioners, it seems plausible that neither OIS rates are representative, in

particular for earlier parts of our sample when they were less established. Binsbergen et al.

[2021] identifies a positive and time-varying convenience yield in OIS rates.

For robustness, we have re-run the analysis with OIS and LIBOR rates. Overall,

we find that the level remains counter-cyclical, and the slope pro-cyclical under both

alternatives.

31For recent and classical treatments of distortions in risk-free rates such as ”convenience yields”, pre-
miums and other factors see Binsbergen et al. [2021], Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen [2012], Nagel
[2016], Gorton and Pennacchi [1990], Bansal and Coleman [1996], Lagos et al. [2017] and Hazelkorn et al.
[2020].
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6 Conclusion

We estimate a model-free term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium by combining

two data sets with different information about future dividends. The first data set, the

I/B/E/S database, provides us with survey-implied expectations on future dividends

for single companies over multiple horizons. We estimate dividend growth rates for the

aggregate equity index, the S&P 500, and find it to be unbiased and to capture roughly half

of the variance in future realized dividend growth rates. The second data set, comprised of

minute-by-minute CBOE option quotes, provides us with put and call prices on the S&P

500. We exploit put call parity to infer options-implied dividend expectations and risk-free

rates over the life of the respective option pair. We infer a spectrum of maturities for both

growth estimates and the risk-free rate which allows us to identify the term structure of

the ex-ante dividend risk premium in a forward-looking, model-free and real-time manner.

We use this term structure to provide new insights about its shape and its business cycle

behavior.

The level of the term structure of the ex-ante U.S. dividend risk premium moves

counter-cyclically, whereas the slope moves pro-cyclically. The ex-ante one-year dividend

risk premium rises particularly strongly, to an average level of 13.56%, during economic

contractions, driven by strong decreases in options-implied dividend growth. This causes

the average slope of the term structure during contractions to be negative, while we

cannot reject that it is flat unconditionally and during expansions. Variations in industrial

production growth explain 30.36% and 18.64% of variations in the level and slope of the

term structure of the ex-ante dividend risk premium. A 1% drop in industrial production

growth tends to increase short-term ex-ante dividend risk premiums by 1.11%, while it

decreases the slope of the term structure by 0.64%.
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A Aggregate Dividend Estimation

Regarding the aggregation of single stock dividend forecasts to the index level, we closely

follow the work of De la O and Myers [2021]. They provide an excellent description of the

aggregation in their appendix, which we summarize here.

5 The market capitalization of an index constituent i is the product of shares out-

standing Oi,t and price per share Pi,t. The aggregate market capitalization Mt of all index

constituents reads

Mt =
∑
i

Pi,tOi,t. (24)

The dividends paid by all S&P 500 constituents are calculated from Oi,t and ordinary divi-

dends per share Di,t,

Dt =
∑
i

Di,tOi,t. (25)

Standard & Poor’s adjust the market capitalization Mt by a divisor, such that the index value

is not affected by changes in the constituents or number of shares outstanding. Observing

the index level which we denote as S&P500 and aggregate market capitalization of all index

constituents, one can back out the divisor and calculate adjusted dividends, corresponding

to the index level:

Divisort = Mt/S&P500t, Divt = Dt/Divisort. (26)

The same logic applies to the calculation of an aggregate dividend expectation. Let

EP
t [Di,t+n] denote the expectation for ordinary dividends paid by company i at time t + n

under the physical probability measure. The aggregate expectation, adjusted by the divisor,

reads

EP
t [Divt+n] = EP

t


∑
i

Di,t+nOi,t+n

Divisort+n

 . (27)

If investors do not expect changes in constituents or shares outstanding, one can use current

shares outstanding Oi,t and the current divisor Divisort in the previous formula

EP
t [Divt+n] =

∑
i

EP
t [Di,t+n]Oi,t

Divisort
. (28)

Table 1 highlights that dividend estimates are available for a large subset of all constituents.

Since July 2009, the fiscal year estimates in particular cover approximately 98% of the total

i



market capitalization of the S&P 500 on average. This leads to the second assumption:

firms with an I/B/E/S-implied expected dividend for a particular forecast horizon are a

representative sample for the aggregate index of the S&P 500. The implication of this second

assumption is that we normalize the I/B/E/S-implied value for EP
t [Divt+n] by dividing it

through the coverage ratio of t + n I/B/E/S forecasts. Based on these two assumptions,

the above formulas can be used to infer aggregate dividend expectations from time t share

prices, shares outstanding and available dividend expectations on the single stock level.
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B Tables

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics - Analyst Data

FY1 FY2 FY3

Number of covered companies 469 468 437
Coverage of market capitalization 98.18 98.06 93.32

This table contains the sample mean for the number of covered companies and the coverage
of the S&P 500 market capitalization by Thomson Reuters I/B/E/S dividend estimates
for fiscal year one (FY1), fiscal year two (FY2) and fiscal year three (FY3). We report
figures for the time period Jan 2004 - Oct 2021. The number of covered companies states
for how many companies in the S&P 500 a respective forecast was reported. Coverage of
market capitalization measures the reported companies’ aggregate contribution to the market
capitalization of the S&P 500.

Table 2: Term Structure of Expected Dividend Growth and Ex-Ante Dividend Risk Premium

Averages gPt,1:12 gPt,13:24 gPt,25:36 gQt,1:12 gQt,13:24 gQt,25:36 zt,1:12 zt,13:24 zt,25:36

Full Sample 8.81 7.75 8.35 1.40 1.64 1.96 7.41 6.11 6.38

Great Recession 3.56 4.36 5.31 -14.93 -10.37 -5.53 18.49 14.73 10.84

COVID-19 Pandemic 4.13 5.06 5.19 -10.66 -3.77 -1.64 14.79 8.84 6.83

Volatility gPt,1:12 gPt,13:24 gPt,25:36 gQt,1:12 gQt,13:24 gQt,25:36 zt,1:12 zt,13:24 zt,25:36

Full Sample 4.68 2.34 3.50 11.50 7.56 5.67 9.91 6.33 4.83

Great Recession 6.61 3.50 3.33 14.00 11.06 7.39 11.91 9.24 5.55

COVID-19 Pandemic 1.97 0.99 0.89 16.67 8.62 7.53 17.89 8.86 7.61

This table contains the average survey- and options-implied dividend growth expectations
and the ex-ante dividend risk premium as well as volatility estimates (computed as time
series standard deviation). We report statistics for the full sample (Jan 2004 - Oct 2021),
the Great Recession (Dec 2007 - Jun 2009) and the period since the outbreak of the COVID-
19 pandemic (Mar 2020 - Oct 2021). Values are annualized, in percentage terms and rounded
to two decimals.
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Table 3: Explaining 12-Month Realized Dividend Growth Rates

(1) (2)

constant -4.63 5.96

(3.34) (1.39)

gPt,1:12 1.26

(0.29)

gQt,1:12 0.53

(0.15)

R2 45.72 52.01

This table reports regression estimates and adjusted R2 values for predictive regressions of
12-month future realized dividend growth rates, gt+12 on survey-implied 12-month dividend
growth rate expectations gPt,1:12 and options-implied 12-month dividend growth rate expec-

tations gQt,1:12. The regressions span T = 204 months in the period Jan 2004 - Oct 2021.
Regression constants and R2 are in percentage terms. Newey and West [1987] standard
errors with 12 lags are reported in parenthesis.

Table 4: Significance of Term Structure Level and Slope Estimates across the Business Cycle

gPt,1:12 gQt,1:12 zt,1:12

Level Sample Expansion Contraction Sample Expansion Contraction Sample Expansion Contraction

Averages µ 8.81% 10.29% 5.04% 1.40% 5.27% -8.52% 7.41% 5.02% 13.56%
p-values (H0 : µSample = 0) 0.00 0.52 0.00
p-values (H0 : µ = µSample) 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.13 0.02
Observations 214 154 60 214 154 60 214 154 60

gPt,25:36 − gPt,1:12 gQt,25:36 − g
Q
t,1:12 zt,25:36 − zt,1:12

Slope Sample Expansion Contraction Sample Expansion Contraction Sample Expansion Contraction

Averages µ -0.47% -1.00% 0.91% 0.56% -1.33% 5.42% -1.03% 0.33% -4.51%
p-values (H0 : µ = 0) 0.36 0.01 0.41 0.63 0.12 0.03 0.33 0.73 0.03
Observations 214 154 60 214 154 60 214 154 60

This table contains average level and slope estimates for survey-implied dividend growth gPt ,
options-implied dividend growth gQt , and the ex-ante premium zt, as well as their two-sided
p-values, based on Newey and West [1987] standard errors with 12 lags: For level estimates,
we assess whether the average level is zero over the full sample, and whether conditional
level estimates (during expansions and contractions) are equal to full sample estimates.
Regarding slope estimates, we postulate that average slopes are zero. We classify months
as belonging to either expansions or contractions based on the current value of the log one-
year industrial production growth rate (ipt) - positive values mark expansions, and negative
values contractions. We analyze the sample between Jan 2004 - Oct 2021. Estimates are
annualized and rounded to two decimals.
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Table 5: Business Cycle Sensitivity of the Dividend Premium Term Structure

zt,1:12 zt,25:36 − zt,1:12
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

constant 8.32 107.29 9.86 -1.55 -52.04 -2.74

(1.33) (35.76) (3.29) (0.92) (25.67) (2.11)

ipt -1.11 0.64

(0.32) (0.27)

ln(D12/P )t 25.33 -12.93

(8.99) (6.46)

gPt,1:12 -0.28 0.19

(0.27) (0.17)

R2 30.36 14.65 1.25 18.64 6.88 1.1

This table shows the relation of the short end and the slope of the term structure of the
ex-ante dividend risk premium to business cycle variables. We independently run univariate
regressions of zt,1:12 and zt,25:36−zt,1:12 onto business cycle variables Xt and report parameter
estimates and adjusted R2 values. We consider different business cycle variables Xt: log
one-year industrial production growth rate (ipt), log dividend price ratio (ln(D12/P )t) and
analyst-implied expected dividend growth rate (gPt,1:12). The regressions span T = 214 months
in the period Jan 2004 - Oct 2021. Newey and West [1987] standard errors with 12 lags are
reported in parenthesis. Regression constants and R2 are reported in percentage terms.

Table 6: Analyst Dividend Forecast Errors at the S&P 500 Constituent Level

FY1 FY2 FY3

Mean 25% 50% 75% Mean 25% 50% 75% Mean 25% 50% 75%

Full Sample 12.91 -3.79 0.00 0.00 23.21 -10.29 -1.88 1.01 41.72 -16.67 -3.33 4.05

Great Recession 19.71 -3.02 0.00 2.52 27.52 -10.83 -0.64 4.76 30.48 -20.59 -5.00 5.71

COVID-19 Pandemic 18.91 -1.61 0.00 0.00 40.26 -4.51 0.00 2.68 41.70 -9.49 -1.09 4.22

This table reports the mean, median, 25- and 75-percentile forecast errors in analysts’ fiscal
year dividend estimates at the individual constituent level. The abbreviation FY1, FY2 and
FY3 stands for fiscal year one, fiscal year two and fiscal year three, respectively. We report
statistics for errors falling into Jan 2004 - Oct 2021, the Great Recession (Dec 2007 - Jun
2009) and the period since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic (Mar 2020 - Oct 2021).
Forecast errors are in percentage terms and rounded to two decimals.
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Table 7: Alternative Forecasts of Annual Dividend Growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

constant 0.00 3.55 -31.88 5.96

(3.03) (44.0) (1.2)

gPt,1:12 1.00

gt 0.43

(0.22)

ln(D12/P )t, ln(E12/P )t -20.65, 13.76

(8.97), (3.44)

et,1:12, et,13:24 0.44, -1.85

(0.15), (0.27)

MAE 4.35 5.22 3.08 3.75

R2 44.05 17.31 73.25 63.07

This table reports parameter estimates and adjusted R2 values for predictive regressions of
the 12-month future realized dividend growth rate, gt+12, on a set of predictor variables Xt:
survey-implied dividend growth rate expectations (gPt,1:12), past annual dividend growth rate
(gt), log dividend yield (ln(D12/P )t) and log earnings yield (ln(E12/P )t) and 12-month and
24-month equity yields (et,1:12, et,13:24). The regressions span T = 204 months. Regression
constants, mean absolute error (MAE) and R2 are in percentage terms. Newey and West
[1987] standard errors with 12 lags are reported in parenthesis.
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Table 8: Explaining Survey-Implied Dividend Growth Rates

(1) (2)

constant 0.80 -0.30

(0.5) (6.46)

gt 0.05

(0.01)

gPt,1:12 0.91 0.70

(0.04) (0.04)

gQt,1:12 0.02

(0.04)

ln(D12/P )t -1.79

(1.5)

ln(E12/P )t 1.43

(0.44)

et,1:12 0.08

(0.03)

et,13:24 -0.17

(0.08)

R2 83.31 86.42

This table reports regression estimates and adjustedR2 values for predictive regressions of the
survey-implied one-year ahead dividend growth rate expectation, gPt+1,1:12, onto several pre-
dictors Xt. The set of predictor variables Xt consists of the realized dividend growth rate (gt),
survey-implied one-year ahead dividend growth rate expectations (gPt,1:12), options-implied

one-year ahead dividend growth rate expectations (gQt,1:12), log dividend yield (ln(D12/P )t),
log earnings yield (ln(E12/P )t), equity yield with one year maturity (et,1:12) and equity yield
with two year maturity (et,13:24), respectively. Regression constants and R2 are in percentage
terms. The regressions span T = 210 months in the period Jan 2004 - Oct 2021. Newey and
West [1987] standard errors with 12 lags are reported in parenthesis.
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C Figures

Figure 1: S&P 500 Coverage Ratio and Aggregate Dividend Forecast Error
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This figure shows the coverage of the S&P 500 market capitalization by aggregate analyst
forecasts of fiscal year one dividends and the forecast error from interpolated 12-month con-
stant maturity forecasts of S&P 500 dividends. We define the forecast error as the percent-
age deviation between our aggregate index-level forecast DP,IBES

t,1:12 and corresponding realized
dividends Dt+1 + ...Dt+12. Values are in percentage terms. The gray shaded areas indicate
NBER recession dates for the Great Recession and the recession following the outbreak of
COVID-19.
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Figure 2: Annual S&P 500 Dividends
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This figure shows annual S&P 500 dividends, D12
t , obtained from three sources: (i) S&P

500 returns with and without dividends, (ii) aggregate values from I/B/E/S reports (divided
by the coverage ratio for fiscal year one I/B/E/S forecasts) and (iii) estimates from the
webpage of Robert Shiller. The gray-shaded areas indicate NBER recession dates for the
Great Recession and the recession following the COVID-19 outbreak. Values are in U.S.
Dollar.
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Figure 3: Time-Series of Ex-ante Dividend Risk Premiums
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This figure shows the one-, two- and three-year risk premium estimates for S&P 500 dividends
implied by option prices and analyst estimates. The gray shaded areas indicate NBER
recession dates for the Great Recession and the recession following the outbreak of COVID-
19. Values are in percentage terms and annualized.
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Figure 4: One-year Dividend Forecasts and Ex-Ante Dividend Risk Premium
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This figure plots survey-implied and options-implied dividend growth rates for 12-month
ahead S&P 500 dividends and the respective ex-ante dividend risk premium. The gray shaded
areas indicate NBER recession dates for the Great Recession and the recession following the
COVID-19 outbreak. Values are in percentage terms and annualized.
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